Business process models are extensively used in companies to document and improve business operations. In essence, there are two major challenges. The increasing number of staff with little modeling expertise involved in model design requires new concepts for quality assurance. Moreover, the huge number of process models typically maintained in a model repository impedes extraction of general process knowledge, which can be used for assistance.
Introduction
Business process management experiences a large uptake by the industry, as more and more companies analyze and improve their business from a process-oriented perspective. Process models as formal representations of business processes facilitate many tasks in the domain of business process management. In this way, process modeling has become a daily routine of an increasing number of office workers. This development implies several challenges in terms of an efficient and effective modeling support. In particular, many staff members have low modeling competence and model only on an irregular basis [1] . For this reason, process modeling tools have to incorporate techniques to help these casual modelers to conduct their work in a productive way.
Business process modeling research has revealed several approaches to make modeling more efficient and effective. This research can be classified into two main categories. On the one hand, reference modeling aims to increase productivity based on a reuse principle: models are created for a specific domain and are meant to be customized in different application projects. On the other hand, different types of patterns describe recurring situations in a domain-independent way. The potential of both approaches is hardly reflected by current tool features. Whilst most of the pattern sets for processes and workflows are mainly used for model verification and modeling language analysis, the existing reference models are tightly coupled with their partial domain and can hardly be used in other settings. Against this background, we define a concept of action patterns. Action patterns build on the observation that certain actions, describing the work content of a textual activity label, often occur together in process models. A prominent example of such co-occurring actions is a pair accept and reject. In contrast to well known workflow patterns, action patterns are closely related to the semantic content of a process model. Meanwhile, unlike reference models, action patterns are abstract enough to be applicable in various domains. As such, action patterns help to assess the quality of a process model collection and to support process modelers during the act of modeling.
The contribution of this article is a formal description of a framework for action patterns. This framework includes various types of action patterns. We define action patterns based on co-occurrence and according to the type of behavioral relationship. We also investigate the connection of patterns with certain business objects as well as different levels of abstraction to generalize action patterns. In addition, we develop an approach for the identification of patterns in existing process model collections using association rules mining. The results presented in this article extend our previous work [2, 3] . We introduced the idea of action patterns and their mining in [2] and extended these concepts by object sensitive patterns in [3] . These prior works are summarized in Sections 3 and 4.1. In this article, we integrate these dimensions into an action patterns framework that also considers the additional dimension of action generalization. Further, we present an exhaustive evaluation using two process model collections from industry. In particular, we report on findings related to the novel dimension of action generalization and investigate the potential for pattern reuse among separate model collections.
The rest of the article is structured as follows. Section 2 provides a motivating example to illustrate our approach. Section 3 formalizes the action pattern concept. Section 4 presents different ways of generalizing the action patterns concept and relating it to specific business objects. Section 5 describes the evaluation of our approach by deriving action patterns from two industrial process model collections. In Section 6 we discuss the work related to action patterns. Section 7 concludes the article.
Background
Business process modeling efforts reach a considerable level of complexity in many companies. Commonly, a team of modelers is set up to capture the business operations of the enterprise in various process models. These models are stored and managed by the help of a central model repository as it is provided by tools like ARIS 1 , ADONIS 2 , or Signavio 3 . Often, such modeling initiatives result in a set of several hundreds, sometimes several thousand models [1] . Due to the large number of modelers with different levels of expertise and the sheer number of models, it is a particular challenge to keep a high level of quality. It has been shown that process model collections from practice contain errors in more than 10% of the models [4] and that a good style of labeling is hardly enforced [5] . While formal methods exist to identify these problems, there are currently no automatic techniques available to help validating process models, in particular their completeness. Therefore, there is a strong need for quality assurance and recommendation techniques to work on this issue.
Incomplete models miss parts of the process that the modeler has failed to cover. Checking completeness of a process model has to rely on the knowledge which is external to a process model. There are two important perspectives for tailoring recommendations: external knowledge can be captured in a general or specific way, and it can be organized in big or small chunks. Reference models represent a classical way of offering external knowledge for reuse in a process modeling project [6] . Reference models typically provide big chunks of specific process knowledge that can be used by a modeler as a guideline for his own model. This general idea of specific models as a reference is incorporated in the recommendation approach by Hornung et al. where similar models from a repository are shown to the modeler [7] . Big and specific models though are difficult to adapt, and modelers tend to be reluctant to delete unnecessary content [8] .
The approach defined in this article is complementary to work on reference model adaptation. The idea is to identify small and general pieces of process knowledge, and to offer it to the modeler as a reminder for missing parts of a process model. We specifically aim to exploit the fact that big collections of process models already exist in a company or in terms of reference models. From these models we extract so-called action patterns. The notions of actions and action patterns are introduced in [2] . An action corresponds to the verb that describes the work content of an activity. For instance, in the activity Purchase order processing the action is process. Action patterns organize small pieces of process knowledge in terms of actions and their relations. The goal of action patterns is to define which actions often occur together in processes and which ordering constraints exist between these actions. Let us consider an example from the SAP Reference Model [9] . Figure 1 depicts the fragments of three EPCs from this model collection. All the models describe business processes from the procurement domain. The models contain different pieces of information that we leverage using different types of action patterns. We distinguish action patterns along three dimensions that are largely orthogonal. Figure 2 illustrates the action patterns framework that is spanned by the following classification dimensions.
• Pattern Type: The concept of an action pattern builds on the co-occurrence of actions across different models. In Figure 1 , we observe that the actions process, release, and transmit are co-occurring in all models. Furthermore, we find that there is a more specific action pattern that involves the behavioral relation between these actions. Apparently, they are in an order relation. Hence, we distinguish co-occurrence and behavioral action patterns.
• Action Sensitivity to Objects: Beyond the type of a pattern, we also take into account whether the pattern is bound to a particular business object. Here, process, release, and transmit all refer to a single object: first to the purchase order in (a) and (c), then to the scheduling agreement in (b). There can be also patterns where actions are associated with different objects. According to this dimension, we distinguish object-neutral and object-sensitive action patterns, the latter relating to one or multiple objects.
• Action Abstraction: Patterns can be very similar in their meaning, although they are syntactically different. Assume that there would be a further process model with a pattern of conduct, approve, and send. In order to recognize the similarity with the pattern comprising the actions process, release, and transmit, we need to generalize actions. This is done based on hyponymy (is-a) relations defined in ontologies. Accordingly, we refer to these patterns as generalized action patterns.
To extract action patterns from process model collections, we rely on the following assumptions.
Assumption 1:
A process model collection is large enough to extract domain knowledge. For many companies, this is not critical since hundreds of process models exist with altogether several thousand activities [1] .
Assumption 2: An activity label signifies an action. Actions are either formulated as verbs or as a noun that refers to an action. Labels not referring to an action can be discarded as erroneous right from the start. In practice, there is only a small percentage of activity labels that does not meet this assumption [10] .
Assumption 3:
There is a mechanism interpreting an activity label as an action. Parsing an activity for its action and the corresponding business object requires natural language processing. However, the labels of process model elements are succinct pieces of text. This fact impedes the direct application of standard natural language processing methods, like part of speech tagging and discovery of grammatical structure of sentences, for activity label analysis. Against this background, the BPM community proposed a number of powerful techniques to find actions and business objects within activity labels automatically [5, 11, 12, 13] . Following the empirical findings of these research contributions this article assumes that an activity label points to one action and one object.
Assumption 4:
Our approach for generalization of patterns has to rely on the availability of an ontology that defines a generalization relation for actions. Such ontologies exist. An example for process models is the MIT Process Handbook [14] , which defines generalizations of activities. One may also rely on general purpose lexical databases. For instance, WordNet [15] defines hyponymy relations for terms. Further, there has been also work on the automatic discovery of such relations, see [16, 17] .
In the next section, we elaborate on the concept of action patterns in detail. We first focus on a simple notion of action and the different types of patterns, co-occurrence action patterns and behavioral action patterns. Once we discuss these elementary action patterns, we extend the notion of an action pattern along the aforementioned classification.
Action Patterns
In general, a pattern is a concept that organizes knowledge related to "a problem which occurs over and over again in our environment, and then describes the core solution to that problem, in such a way that you can use this solution a million times over, without ever doing it the same way twice" [18] . While originally defined for architecture, this concept was adapted to software engineering in the 1990s (see [19] ). In business process management, patterns have been defined, among others, for control flow [20] , data flow [21] , resources [22] , and collaboration [23] . Also the MIT Process Handbook [14] can be related to the idea of describing a core solution to a recurring problem. This section discusses the notion of actions patterns to meet the requirements for modeling support outlined above. In this section, we concentrate on the different types of patterns, as highlighted in Figure 3 . We distinguish two types of action patterns. The first type of pattern is grounded on co-occurrences of actions. The second type additionally takes behavioral constraints between actions into account.
We proceed as follows. Section 3.1 presents our formal framework. Then, we elaborate on the notion of an action that is retrieved from a label in Section 3.2. Section 3.3 defines co-occurrence action patterns. Finally, Section 3.4 specifies behavioral action patterns based on behavioral profiles.
Formal Framework
In order to formalize the concept of an action pattern we need to introduce a number of auxiliary concepts. First, we postulate Γ to be the universal set of labels. Based thereon, we define the notion of a process model enriched with labeling information.
Definition 1 (Process Model).
A tuple P M = (A, G, F, s, e, t, l) is a process model, where:
• A is a finite nonempty set of activities;
• G is a finite set of gateways;
• A ∩ G = ∅ and N = A ∪ G is the set of nodes;
• s ∈ A is the start activity;
• e ∈ A is the end activity;
as the flow relation, such that (N, F ∪ {(e, s)}) is a strongly connected graph;
• t : G → {and, xor, or} is a mapping that assigns type to each gateway;
• l : A → Γ is a mapping assigning to each activity a label.
In the remainder, we do not formalize the execution semantics of a process model, but assume an interpretation following on execution semantics of common process modeling languages. Such semantics, in particular for the OR construct, has been presented in the existing work (see [24] as an example for EPCs).
Actions as Verbs
To grasp the meaning of activities humans interpret their labels. Hence, interpretation of labels has great importance for the derivation of action patterns. At this stage, we consider the action of a label to be characterized by a verb that indicates a certain operation. This verb is a part of the label in a certain flection, or the verb stems from a noun indicating the action. We formalize this interpretation by a set of verb terms V and a verb function. The latter yields a verb for a given label.
Definition 2 (Verb Function).
For a given process model P M = (A, G, F, s, e, t, l), the verb function v : Γ → V derives a verb from a label. As a shorthand notation, we introduce v a : A → V for deriving a verb from a label of an activity a ∈ A, i.e., v a (a) = v(l(a)). We also use V P M = a∈A {v a (a)} to denote the set of all verbs of a process model P M .
As an example, one of the aforementioned process models contains the label purchase order processing. Applying the verb function v to this label yields the verb process. Further, we formalize the notion of a process model collection as follows. ) . A tuple C = (PM, V ) is a process model collection , where:
Definition 3 (Process Model Collection
• PM is a nonempty finite set of process models with elements
..,|PM| V P Mi is the set of all actions in the model collection.
It is natural to expect that in a large collection of process models one can observe sustainable relations between actions (action patterns). Recognition of action patterns resembles uncovering patterns in large data collections. The latter problem has been addressed by data mining techniques. In particular, we are interested in association rule learning-a well established technique for discovering relations between variables in large databases. An example of an association rule in a commercial domain is a statement that if customers buy coffee and milk, they usually buy sugar as well. Association rule learning enables discovery of such statements from the analysis of basket data in supermarkets. The initial idea of association rule learning was presented by Agrawal, Imielinski, and Swami in [25] . More advanced algorithms were presented in [26] .
Further, the generic formalism of association rule learning is adapted for both co-occurrence and behavioral action patterns. We introduce the set of items I. Let us observe a collection of transactions C, where each transaction T is a set of items, i.e., T ⊆ I. Given a set of items X ⊆ I, we say that transaction T satisfies X, if X ⊆ T . An association rule in a collection C is an implication of the form X ⇒ Y , where X ∩ Y = ∅ and X, Y ⊂ I.
Based thereon, two elementary notions can be defined, i.e., support and confidence. A set X ⊆ I has support n in a collection C, if n transactions satisfy set X. We denote the support for set X with supp(X). Support can be related to statistical significance. In the context of action pattern retrieval we are interested in sets that have high support. Let us require the minimum level of support for sets to be minsup. Then X is called a large set if supp(X) ≥ minsup (and a small set otherwise). An association rule X ⇒ Y holds in transaction collection C with confidence c = supp(X∪Y ) supp(X) , if at least c share of transactions satisfying X, satisfies Y as well. The confidence for a rule X ⇒ Y is denoted as conf (X ⇒ Y ). A rule confidence reflects its strength. As in the case with support, we are interested in the rules with high confidence values. Hence, we introduce the minimal accepted level of confidence-minconf . Following [25] , we claim that we are interested in the rules X ⇒ Y for which X Y is large and the confidence is greater than user specified minconf .
Co-occurrence Action Patterns
The first class of action patterns is co-occurrence action patterns. As their name suggests, these patterns capture sets of actions which often co-occur together in business processes, ignoring any ordering relations between these actions. In terms of association rules learning, we interpret actions as items and process models as transactions. Hence, a model collection is a collection of transactions. We say that a process model P M = (A, G, F, s, e, t, l) satisfies an action set X, if X ⊆ V P M . A co-occurrence action pattern is defined as an association rule on the domain of actions V associated with values for minimal support and confidence.
Definition 4 (Co-occurrence Action Pattern). CAP = (R, minsup, minconf ) is a co-occurrence action pattern in process model collection C = (PM, V ), where:
• R is an association rule X ⇒ Y , where X, Y ⊂ V ;
• minsup is the value of the required minimal support;
• minconf is the value of the required minimal confidence.
From a user perspective such a pattern recommends the actions which are expected to appear in the process model given the current constellation of actions.
Mining of co-occurrence action patterns has two phases. In the first phase we seek for association rules X ⇒ Y , such that X Y is a large set. In the second phase the mined large sets are used for derivation of patterns-rules that have a high confidence level.
A search for large sets is a computationally intensive task. In this article, we set our choice on the Apriori algorithm, since it is efficient and simple [26] . In terms of large action sets this algorithm works as follows. As input, the algorithm takes the process model collection C = (PM, V ) and the minimal support value minsup. For every action v ∈ V , a one element action set is constructed, {v}. Then, for each action set, the algorithm checks its support. If the support is not less than minsup, the set is large. The derived 1-large sets are used as the input for the next step. In the k-th step the algorithm constructs sets of size k from k − 1 large sets and checks if they are large. The algorithm terminates, once all the large sets are found. For illustration, consider the model collection captured in Table 1 (a). It depicts seven process models along with their sets of actions. Given a threshold of minsup = 5, Table 1 (b) illustrates the first, and Table 1 (c) the second step of the Apriori algorithm.
After large sets have been retrieved, the second phase explores each large set for rules with high confidence level. A rule A ⇒ B is defined by two sets: antecedent (A) and consequent (B). We consider all possible partitions of a large set into two sets, one of them to become an antecedent and the other-a consequent. For each partitioning we check, if it results in a rule with a confidence level greater than minconf .
Behavioral Action Patterns
Co-occurrence action patterns do not provide information about how the missing actions have to be introduced into the process model. In other words, co-occurrence patterns do not suggest in which part of the model the activities have to be inserted. To address this question, behavioral dependencies between the actions need to be identified as well. Different behavioral models qualify as the basis to capture such dependencies. Choosing a behavioral model, again, requires balancing generality and specificity. A very specific dependency may define that two co-occurring actions, a 1 and a 2 , follow each other directly, such that every occurrence of a 1 leads to an occurrence of a 2 , every occurrence of a 2 is preceded by an occurrence of a 1 , and no other action may occur in between. Identification of such a dependency would allow for precisely answering the question of how to insert a missing action a 2 once action a 1 is detected. On the downside, such specific patterns can be expected to be rare since it is likely that different process models allow for slight variations, e.g., action a 2 may be skipped, which violates the leads to dependency. For instance, consider the examples from the SAP Reference Model given in Section 2. Here, the shared actions are not part of an isolated region of the process models. Instead, other actions happen between, exclusive, or concurrently to the occurrences of the shared actions. Therefore, we consider a rather abstract notion of behavioral dependencies that captures relations between pairs of actions on their potential order of occurrence. As such, we leverage the information on whether the (potentially multiple) occurrences of two actions are always ordered once both actions are observed together. For the examples in Section 2, we see that the shared actions indeed have a very specific order of potential occurrence. Thus, we consider this behavioral model to be an appropriate compromise between generality and specificity of the considered behavioral dependencies. In principle, however, other models to capture behavioral dependencies may also be applied.
To enrich action patterns with behavioral information, we first present preliminaries on behavioral relations. Then, we introduce the notion of a behavioral action pattern.
Behavioral Relations
To capture behavioral aspects of a process on the level of pairs of activities, we apply the notion of behavioral profiles [27] . Although Definition 1 does not specify execution semantics, we impose syntactical requirements for the definition of all traces of a process model to define its behavioral profile. That is, the (potentially infinite) set of traces T P M for a process model P M = (A, G, F, s, e, t, l) is a set of lists of the form s · A * . That is, a list entry contains the execution order of activities. Further, we use a ∈ σ with σ ∈ T P M to denote that an activity a ∈ A is a part of a process trace. The behavioral profile is grounded on the notion of weak order. Two activities of a process model are in weak order, if there exists a trace in which one node occurs after the other.
Definition 5 (Weak Order Relation). Let P M = (A, G, F, s, e, t, l) be a process model, and T P M -its set of traces. The weak order relation P M ⊆ (A × A) contains all pairs (x, y), such that there is a trace σ = n 1 , . . . , n m in T P M with j ∈ {1, . . . , m − 1} and j < k ≤ m for which holds n j = x and n k = y.
Depending on how two activities of a process model are related by weak order, we define three relations forming the behavioral profile.
Definition 6 (Behavioral Profile). Let P M = (A, G, F, s, e, t, l) be a process model. A pair (x, y) ∈ (A × A) is in one of the following relations:
• strict order relation P M , if x P M y and y P M x;
• exclusiveness relation + P M , if x P M y and y P M x;
• interleaving order relation || P M , if x P M y and y P M x. The set of all three relations is the behavioral profile of P M .
We illustrate the behavioral profile by means of the model in Figure 4 . For instance, it holds (Template allocation) (Overhead calculation). There exists a trace in which the template allocation occurs before the overhead calculation. In contrast, there does not exist a trace in which both functions occur in the reversed order, i.e., the overhead calculation is never followed by the template allocation. With 
The Concept of Behavioral Action Patterns
We introduce behavioral action patterns as a mechanism enabling suggestions on how the missing actions should be introduced in an existing process model. Such patterns provide more information to the user than co-occurrence action patterns. However, we perceive behavioral patterns not as a mechanism replacing co-occurrence patterns, but rather as a complimentary mechanism: while co-occurrence action patterns suggest which actions are missing, behavioral action patterns hints on action relations. Assume a user designs a process model containing actions allocate and calculate; co-occurrence action pattern {allocate, calculate} ⇒ {settle} is available (see Figure 4) . This pattern suggests to add action settle in the process model. Then, we can look up a suitable behavioral action pattern describing relations between these three actions. Behavioral action pattern {allocate calculate} ⇒ {allocate settle, calculate settle} provides a desired recommendation.
To formalize the concept of relations between actions, we propose to adapt the behavioral relations between activities introduced earlier. We say that actions v 1 and v 2 are in relation R in a process model P M = (A, G, F, s, e, t, l), if there are two activities a, b ∈ A, such that (a,
Within one process model a pair of actions (v 1 , v 2 ) may be in more than one relation. This holds if there are several activities that signify action v 1 , or action v 2 , or both actions. 
Action: settle
e., X and Y constitute of pairs of actions for which behavioral relations are specified;
Mining of behavioral action patterns resembles the approach introduced for co-occurrence action patterns. In the first phase we seek for large action sets. In the second phase we inspect the relations between the actions of each large set. In terms of association rules derivation, action relations are treated as items, while large action sets are interpreted as collections. Once minsup and minconf values are provided, we can derive behavioral action patterns.
Advanced Action Patterns
Elementary action patterns as introduced in the previous section can be seen as being very specific towards the action, but unspecific towards the action context. On the one hand, we considered only equal actions and neglected that certain actions may be very close to each other. On the other hand, actions have been treated independently of their context. That is, we did not distinguish two actions that are applied to different objects.
Taking the presented model of action patterns as a basis, this section extends the notion of action patterns in these directions. First, Section 4.1 introduces different types of object-sensitive action patterns. Then, we propose generalized action patterns in Section 4.2. The action patterns introduced so far are independent of the objects on which the actions are performed. We refer to such action patterns as object-neutral action patterns. Object-sensitive action patterns consider the context of an action, i.e., the object to which an action is applied. This dimension of our action patterns framework is highlighted in Figure 5 . To introduce object-sensitive action patterns, we first elaborate on the limitations of interpreting an action as being a verb only. Subsequently, we introduce two notions of action sets that underlie object-sensitive action patterns.
Object-Sensitive Actions
Arguably, two actions such as accept and reject often occur together and are executed exclusively. However, the two actions provide no information about the business objects to which they are applied. Refining the action notion by taking into consideration the respective object helps to derive more detailed and precise patterns that provision additional information to the user. For instance, in the example in Figure 1 , we observe that all models contain the actions process and release. However, the actions relate to different objects even within one model, i.e., a purchase order, a shipping notification, and a scheduling agreement. While this does not impact on the co-occurrence of these actions at least in our example, we observe that the three models show different behavioral relations between these actions. In Figure 1 (a) and Figure 1 (c) the action release (of a purchase order) can be preceded and followed by the action process (of a purchase order, or of a shipping notification). In contrast, the model in Figure 1(b) shows a strict order of actions: process is followed by release.
We see that object-neutral action patterns aim at deriving patterns at a coarse-grained level. Certain patterns, however, may solely be distinguished once a more fine-grained approach is taken. Such fine-grained patterns consider the combination of a verb and the respective object as the underlying notion of an action. We refer to these patterns as object-sensitive action patterns.
The definition of object-sensitive action patterns leads to a different domain for an action pattern, but does not impact on the action pattern types, i.e., co-occurrence and behavioral action patterns. Hence, object-sensitive patterns are mined in exactly the same way as object-neutral patterns, so that the approach introduced in Section 3 is used. Therefore, we focus on the definition of the domain for object-sensitive action patterns in this section.
Given a process model, we assume means to extract business objects from activity labels. Similar to the set of verb terms V and the verb function, we formalize this assumption by a set of object terms B and an object function.
Definition 8 (Business Object Function).
For a given process model P M = (A, G, F, s, e, t, l), the object function b : Γ → B derives a business object from an activity label. As a shorthand notation, we introduce b a : A → B for deriving a business object from a label of an activity a ∈ A, i.e., b a (a) = b(l(a)). We also use B P M = a∈A {b a (a)} to denote the set of all business objects of a process model.
As an example, consider the label Schedule delivery. Then, the verb function yields v(Schedule delivery) = schedule and the business object function results in b(Schedule delivery) = delivery.
As for the case of verb terms, the notion of a set of object terms is lifted from a process model to the level of a process model collection. Hence, a process model collection is formalized a tuple C = (PM, V, B) with B = i=1,2,...,|PM| B P Mi as the set of all business objects in the model collection. Apparently, object-neutral action patterns are build solely from the set of verb terms V . That is, verbs are the domain for these patterns and represent the items in the sense of association rule learning, see Section 3.
Multi-Object Action Patterns
The first kind of object-sensitive action patterns builds on the notion of actions in the sense of an operation expressed by a verb and applied to a business object. Actions become tuples of verbs and business objects, and every such tuple is considered as an item in the sense of association rule learning.
Definition 9 (Multi-Object Action Set). Let C = (PM, V, B) a process model collection, the multiobject action set A O ⊆ V × B contains all pairs of verbs and objects (x, y), such that there exists a process model P M = (A, G, F, s, e, t, l) ∈ PM and an activity a ∈ A with v a (a) = x and b a (a) = y.
We speak of multi-object action sets, as the actions can relate to different business objects. For instance, (process, purchase order), (release, purchase order), and (transmit, scheduling agreement) would be actions derived from the exemplary process models in Figure 1 that can be part of a multi-object action pattern. An example for a co-occurrence action pattern is {(process, purchase order), (release, purchase order)} ⇒ {(transmit, scheduling agreement)}, i.e., the observation of the actions (process, purchase order) and (release, purchase order) suggests that the action (transmit, scheduling agreement) should be observed as well. Similarly, behavioral action patterns can be specified, e.g., if actions (process, purchase order) and (release, purchase order) are observed in a strict order, action (transmit, scheduling agreement) should be observed exclusively to both.
Multi-object action patterns are more fine-grained than object-neutral action patterns. In contrast to object-neutral patterns, multi-object action patterns provide additional information about the objects to which the actions are applied. On the other hand, identification of object-neutral action patterns should be prioritized as several multi-object action patterns together might represent an object-neutral action pattern.
Single-Object Action Patterns
Single-object action patterns are composed of actions where verbs are applied to a single business object. Again, tuples of verbs and business objects are the items in the sense of association rule learning. However, in contrast to multi-object action patterns discussed in the previous section, all actions of a pattern relate to one dedicated business object. Focusing on the actions applied to a particular business object, single-object action patterns move further along the dimension of specificity. In this context, we need the following definition of an action. Regarding the models in Figure 1 , again, the actions (process, purchase order) and (transmit, scheduling agreement) are derived. However, these actions refer to different business objects and, therefore, cannot occur together in a single-object action pattern. Still, we see that the models in Figure 1 contain various actions that refer to a business object, the purchase order object. All these actions might be used as building blocks for single-object action patterns. Once we showed how action patterns may be concretized by considering objects, we discuss a generalization for the notion of an action. Again, this dimension of the action patterns framework is independent of the dimensions discussed so far. Figure 6 highlights the dimension of action generalization. First, we motivate this kind of generalization by discussing vocabulary heterogeneity often observed in modeling projects. Then, we provide an operationalization of action generalization, which allows the retrieval of generalized action patterns.
Generalized Action Patterns

Generalized Actions
One of the challenges in activity labeling quality is the use of terms that have a similar meaning or are even synonyms. The impact of a vocabulary enriched with such terms is twofold. If the use of terms with slight semantic differences is intended, a large vocabulary allows the modeler to achieve the required precision expressing the nuances of actions. Upon the other hand, if the interchange of such terms is uncontrolled, the model labeling quality decreases.
The usage of terms that are semantically close or synonymous has a negative impact on our framework. It impedes pattern discovery, since it lowers the support and confidence values observed for action patterns. Consider an example, in which ten models contain a sequence of activities Change order and File order and 5 models contain a sequence of activities Update order and Archive order. The two activity sequences have very close semantics, if not the same. Meanwhile, a direct search for action patterns ignores this semantic proximity. To control the influence of semantically close terms on action pattern discovery, we rely on a notion of action generalization. In particular, we exploit a hyponymy relation of verbs. The hyponymy relation, also known as is-a relation or specialization relation, organizes verbs into a hierarchy, in which the most generic verb appears at the top. As an example, Figure 7 depicts a hyponymy tree in which node v r represents the most generic verb, i.e., act. The deeper we advance in the hierarchy, the more specific verbs we observe. Thereby, the leaves of the hyponymy tree correspond to most specific verbs. Notice that every verb hyponymy hierarchy trivially defines a verb vocabulary, i.e., a set of verb terms. To restrict the set of verb terms, we consider a horizontal cut in the respective hierarchy. Such a cut is specified by a distance from the hierarchy root. The closer the cut is to the hierarchy root, the more generic are the verbs in the restricted set of verb terms.
We formalize the assumption of a hyponymy relation for a set of verb terms V by a hyponymy function. The hyponymy function defines the generalization of each verb except the verb corresponding to the root node of a hyponymy tree. Note that the set of verbs is not necessarily related to a collection of process models since this set along with the hyponymy function represent external knowledge.
Definition 11 (Hyponymy Function).
For a set of verbs V h , the hyponymy function h : (V h \{v r }) → V h , v r ∈ V h , associates to a verb its generalized verb, such that it creates a tree hierarchy, i.e., there is exactly one verb that is not part of the domain of h, the root verb v r , and the transitive closure of h is acyclic. The n−restricted verb set V n h ⊆ V h , n ∈ N, contains all verbs v ∈ V h such that there exists a sequence of verbs v 1 , . . . , v m , m ∈ N, m ≤ n with v i ∈ V h for i ∈ N, 1 ≤ i ≤ m, h(v j ) = v j+1 for j ∈ N, 1 ≤ j < m, and v 1 = v and v m = v r .
Taking up the example illustrated in Figure 7 , we obtain h(arrange)=assign and h(assign)=manage. Further, Figure 7 visualizes a cut with a dashed line. It results in a restricted set of verb terms that includes the verbs act, manage, assign, allocate, and organize.
Stepwise Generalization of Action Patterns
Once a restricted hyponymy hierarchy is available, we perform the generalization for the actions of a process model collection. We use the restricted hyponymy hierarchy to generalize the verb of an action (the action may be a pair of a verb and an object). First, a verb is located in the original verb hyponymy hierarchy. Second, we traverse through this hierarchy towards the root until we find the first verb that belongs to the restricted hierarchy. The found verb is then taken to build the generalized action.
The definition of generalized action patterns changes the domain for action patterns. As for the case of object-sensitive patterns, however, it neither impacts on the action pattern types, i.e., co-occurrence and behavioral action patterns, nor on the approach to mine action patterns. Further, the generalization of verbs is independent of the extent to which objects are considered. Hence, we formally define the generalization of a set of actions only for the case of object-neutral actions. Again, generalization is parameterized by the depth of the cut used to restrict a hyponymy hierarchy.
Definition 12 (Generalized Action Set). Let C = (PM, V ) a process model collection and V h a set of verb terms for which h is a hyponymy function. The n-generalized action set A n G contains all verbs that are in the n−restricted set of verb terms of the hyponymy hierarchy, i.e., A
For the example illustrated in Figure 7 , we would derive action patterns that are build from the restricted set of verb terms, act, manage, assign, allocate, and organize. Since action generalization is realized by the navigation through the action hyponymy hierarchy, the role of this hierarchy can not be underestimated. The nodes of the tree (actions), as well as the tree structure (hyponymy relation), specify how generalization is implemented and directly impact the resulting action patterns. Hence, the designer should carefully select the action hierarchy. While in some cases the already available hierarchies, like the MIT Process Handbook, suffice, there might be a need for the creation of a customized hierarchy. Although the latter case requires more effort, it allows the modeler to realize generalization more precisely addressing the characteristics of the process model collection at hand.
Apparently, the goal of action generalization is to increase the support and confidence values for action patterns. However, one can foresee that extensive generalization has also a negative effect, since it leads to information loss. As soon as several actions are stemmed to one, the details of the original labeling are lost. Thereby, it is important to find a trade-off between information loss and reliable discovery of action patterns. The question of what is an appropriate balance cannot be answered in the general case, but has to be addressed for a specific use case and model collection. Still, the parameterization of the generalization allows to adapt the approach towards a dedicated setting. In this vein, we distinguish two important action patterns use cases: the reuse within one process model collection and inter-collection reuse. If action patterns are reused within one process model collection, moderate generalization may suffice. It allows preserving the intended specificity of vocabulary, yet discovering the patterns more reliably. At the same time, if action patterns are intended for a reuse between various model collections, stronger generalization might be more appropriate. Since the vocabularies of different collections may vary heavily, extensive generalization facilitates pattern discovery at the expense of large information loss. We further investigate this trade-off with our experimental evaluation outlined in Section 5.
Experimental Evaluation
To validate the action patterns framework, we have conducted a series of experiments. The goals of the experiments were:
1. To learn which support and confidence values are encountered in practice. 2. To evaluate the potential of action patterns reuse among independent model collections. This section is structured according to the two research questions. Before we turn to these questions, we outline the experiment setting.
Experiment Setting
The experiment studies two process model collections: the SAP Reference Model [9] and the Telecom collection. The SAP Reference Model has been used in several works on process model analysis [5, 2, 24] . The collection captures business processes that are supported by the SAP R/3 software in its version from the year 2000. It is organized in 29 functional branches of an enterprise, like sales or accounting, covered by the SAP software. The SAP Reference Model includes 604 Event-driven Process Chains (EPCs). All of these models have been considered in the phase of the experiment where co-occurrence patterns are derived. The experiment phase inspecting behavioral action patterns, studied 421 model. The decrease in the model number is resulted by the exclusion of models with ambiguous instantiation semantics, see [28] , or behavioral anomalies, see [24] . Exclusion of these models is motivated not only technically, but also by the use case. Since action patterns aim at increasing the reuse of the knowledge available in process models, it is important that the input for the action patterns derivation is of high quality. Even though the question of how to assess the quality of a process model collection is a challenging research question, ambiguous instantiation semantics and behavioral anomalies are a clear indicator for bad model quality. Therefore, externalizing the knowledge encoded by these models for reuse is inadequate. Instead, the problems of these models should be corrected before they may be considered as part of the knowledge basis. To meet the assumptions on means to interpret labels, we relied on manual tagging. Overall, we discovered 215 distinct verbs, i.e., object-neutral actions, in the labels of the SAP Reference Model. The Telecom collection describes the business processes of a large telecommunication enterprise as of year 2010. It contains 486 business process models that have been created for documentation purposes. The models span various company divisions and cover several projects. Again, we had to exclude various models due to syntactic or semantic issues for the experiment on behavioral action patterns. The latter explored 253 process models. Again, interpretation of labels was done manually. In the Telecom collection, we identified 323 distinct verbs, i.e., object-neutral actions.
For the action generalization, we relied on the MIT Process Handbook [14] . The MIT Process Handbook describes business processes elicited by researchers in the interviews with business process experts. It spans several business domains, like sales, distribution, and production. The handbook describes about 5 000 activities and specifies hyponymy and meronymy relations between them. For action generalization, we relied on the activity hyponymy hierarchy. Each verb observed in a collection is generalized to its parent verb in the hierarchy. As for the configuration of the generalization by the depth of the restriction of the hyponymy hierarchy, we consider two generalization scenarios: a verb is generalized to its parent that belongs to 1) the third level in the hyponymy hierarchy or 2) the second level in the hierarchy.
Understanding Action Patterns Support and Confidence
We begin exploring object-neutral co-occurrence action patterns. The first question to be answered is which values of support and confidence indicate relevant patterns. While higher values indicate that a pattern is more reliable, we aim to understand which values can be expected. In the SAP Reference Model, the support value for all action sets is under 24, which is rather low given the fact that some actions appear several hundred times [29] . As the minimally acceptable confidence level is hard to predict, we conducted a set of experiments varying the level of support from 2 till the level when no pattern is observed. We also changed the level of confidence from 0.5 to 0.95. Table 2 summarizes the results of these experiments. It shows that there is almost half a million patterns with support of 2, 17 patterns with support of 9, and not a single pattern has support of 24. To illustrate how the derived patterns look like, we zoom into one cell of the table and list the patterns with minsup = 7 and minconf = 0.95:
1. {pick} ⇒ {process} 2. {level} ⇒ {evaluate} 3. {permit} ⇒ {process} 4. {archive, enter} ⇒ {process} 5. {allocate, calculate} ⇒ {settle} Behavioral action patterns originate from the inspection of behavioral constraints between actions in large action sets. Hence, derivation of behavioral patterns is possible only after minsup for action sets is given. Table 3 (a) provides an example of behavioral relations for the actions allocate, calculate, and settle in four different process models. Table 3 (b) shows the number of behavioral action patterns that can be derived for this set depending on the minsup and minconf values for the relations. A concrete example of a behavioral Table 3 : Behavioral properties observed for action set {allocate (A), calculate (C), settle (S)} action pattern which can be derived from Table 3 (a) is the pattern {allocate calculate} ⇒ {allocate settle, calculate settle}. It describes that the three actions are sequentially ordered. They should appear in the process model such that we first allocate, then calculate, and finally settle. This is a standard sequence of activities for financial assets.
To see whether the support values obtained for the SAP Reference Model are comparable to those obtained for the Telecom collection, we also derive the respective patterns for the latter collection. Table 4 (a) compares the amount of discovered object-neutral co-occurrence action patterns for the SAP Reference Model and the Telecom collection. Notice that the number of object-neutral co-occurrence action patterns in the Telecom collection with the minsup = 2 is absent: the number of patterns is so large that it was not feasible to compute it within the experiment. Table 4 (a) illustrates that we observe more action patters in the Telecom collection, even though it comprises less models than the SAP Reference Model. Apparently, for both model collections the number of patterns decreases with the growth of support and confidence values (horizontal and vertical directions in the table, respectively). It is remarkable though, that both collections comprise a lot of action patterns with a very high confidence level for the medium support levels of four to eight. These patterns with confidence levels of 0.8 or 0.9 are of high practical value, since missing actions can be detected with a low error rate.
As a next step, we investigate the influence of action generalization for the discovered object-neutral cooccurrence action patterns. Generalization stems several semantically close actions to one action. Subsequently, multiple action patterns merge into one pattern. Taking the hyponymy tree of the MIT Process Handbook as an example, the following three patterns yield one pattern {assign} ⇒ {modify} once generalization is applied.
1. {arrange} ⇒ {modify} 2. {schedule} ⇒ {modify} 3. {assign} ⇒ {modify} As a consequence of the generalization, we observe an increase in support values. Table 4 (b) depicts the results obtained for a restriction of the hyponymy hierarchy to the third level. These abstract action patterns are observed more often than the original ones. In the SAP Reference Model, we observe support values of up to 34, and for the Telecom collection even up to 218. On the down side, however, the discovered patterns are not as distinguishing as before. In particular for the case of the SAP Reference Model, we only observe significantly less patterns with high confidence values. Table 4 (c) confirms these observations by depicting the results obtained for an even stronger generalization. Here, the hyponymy hierarchy is restricted to the second level, so that the verbs that form the object-neutral actions are more general than in the previous case.
So far, all the discovered action patterns have been object-neutral. In Table 5 , we focus on the action sensitivity to objects. Tables 5(a)-(c) consider patterns built from single-object action sets. Besides using the original verbs to construct actions, we also apply the two steps of verb generalization. Tables 5(d)-(f) capture the results for multi-object action sets.
The number of patterns for multi-object action sets is the highest among the considered pattern types. This can be explained by the fact that one action pattern consisting of object-neutral actions is "split" into several patterns capturing object-sensitive actions. Consider an example object-neutral action set {transmit, process, release}. In the case of object-sensitive actions this set is split into 22 action sets, including: 1. {transmit order, process order, release order} 2. {transmit agreement, process notification, release order} 3. {transmit order, transmit notification, process order, release order} These examples cover different types of object-sensitive actions. The first set illustrates a single-object action set. The second set is a multi-object action set performed on objects order, agreement, and notification. Finally, the third set shows that there are multi-object action sets, where one verb is performed on more than one object, e.g., transmit order and transmit notification. Due to this "split" of actions, the number of patterns describing object-sensitive actions can be greater than the number of patterns for object-neutral actions. Meanwhile, the support value of each individual pattern capturing object-sensitive actions is lower than the support for a pattern for object-neutral actions: the support of one generic pattern is distributed among several more specific patterns. Table 5 shows that the more specific are the patterns, the bigger is the share of patterns with high confidence. Table 5 also illustrates the effect of generalization for object-sensitive action patterns: the number of distinct action patterns abates by the magnitude of orders. At the same time, we do not observe an increase in the support values. The latter phenomenon can be attributed to the observation that object-sensitive patterns take objects into account. In this setting, the number of models where a particular object appears limits the support value for an object-sensitive action pattern.
Finally, we focus on the negative effect of action generalization in more detail. Generalization implies information loss. As mentioned above, generalization leads to the combination of multiple action patterns into one pattern. For illustration purposes, consider the following set of action patterns mined from the SAP Reference Model (minsup = 8 and minconf = 0.95 ) using action generalization to the second level of the action hyponymy hierarchy in the MIT Process Handbook.
1. {preserve} ⇒ {modify} 2. {act, preserve} ⇒ {modify} 3. {act, decide, destroy} ⇒ {modify} 4. {decide, destroy, modify} ⇒ {act} In comparison to the patterns where actions are not generalized, these patterns operate with a vocabulary of actions restricted by half. Thus, generalization leads to a loss of semantic precision of the original terms used in the process model collection. As a consequence, action patterns operating with generalized actions bring less knowledge than patterns with original actions.
Against this background, we conclude that the user has to balance action generalization and action patterns support according to the task at hand. For instance, if the reuse of action patterns is limited to one process model collection, actions without generalization or actions with low level of generalization are appropriate. This design decision would help to preserve the collection-specific vocabulary, yet pattern support values can be quite high. On the other hand, inter-collection action pattern reuse stimulates higher information loss and implies stronger action generalization.
Action Patterns Reuse
Action patterns aim at externalizing the knowledge hidden in process model collections. With that respect, we assess the quality of action patterns. One quality criterion is the degree of reuse for the discovered knowledge. To evaluate this aspect, we consider two independently created process model collections and estimate the number of shared action patterns, i.e., action patterns observed both in the SAP Reference Model and the Telecom collection. Figure 8 reflects the number of shared co-occurrence action patterns for a minconf value of 0.9. The number of patterns operating with original actions is almost zero, see the short-dashed curve in Figure 8 . Generalization increases the number of shared patterns, see the solid and long-dashed curves in Figure 8 . The observed result can be explained by the fact that vocabularies of standalone model collections are specific and do not enable the inter-collection reuse of patterns. On the other hand, generalization, at the cost of information loss, facilitates knowledge reuse. For illustration purposes, we provide an excerpt of the shared action patterns for the case minsup = 5 and minconf = 0.90.
1. {move} ⇒ {act} 2. {act, move} ⇒ {test} 3. {improve, move} ⇒ {move} The discovered examples illustrate the high degree of information loss. We further inspect the number of shared action patterns studying object-sensitive actions and, in particular, single-object action patterns. For this class we observe no shared patterns for original actions, and around 10 action patterns, once generalization is employed. Finally, for the class of behavioral action patterns no shared patterns are observed.
The study of action patterns shared by the SAP Reference Model and the Telecom collection reveals that their intersection is rather small. This stems from the fact that the collections are created independently: the vocabulary does not intersect. This means that synonyms might have been used for identical concepts in the two collections. This hypothesis is supported by the results obtained with action generalization. We were able to identify a set of action patterns, yet at the expense of information loss. On the other hand, our analysis might have also identified semantically wrong pattern matches across two collections. Yet, these are less likely to be found on a generalized level, but cannot be ruled out in an automatic fashion.
Related Work
The work presented in this article relates to different streams of research on business process modeling. We discuss patterns for business processes, intelligent modeling support, and research on activity labels.
There is a wide variety of patterns proposed for business processes and business process modeling. On the technical level, the workflow pattern initiative has identified various patterns for the specification of control flow [20] , data flow [21] , and resources [22] in workflow management systems. On a more conceptual level, Lonchamp proposed a set of collaboration patterns defining abstract building blocks for recurrent situations [23] . Tran et al. formalize process patterns using UML concepts [30] . Most closely related to our work is the research by Thom et al. [31] . The authors identify so-called activity patterns that specify eight different types of micro workflows, like approval or decision. Further, in [32] the authors describe a method for patterns derivation. While [32, 31] operates directly with activities, we use the concept of actions. As in real world models activities with different labels often signify the same action, usage of actions facilitates pattern derivation. Next, instead of direct analysis of a model graph structure, we rely on the concept of behavioral profiles. As relations captured by behavioral profiles are weaker than those defined by process models, [32] discovers only a subclass of behavioral action patterns.
The potential of improving business process modeling using intelligent support and recommendations has been recognized only recently. Hornung et al. define a concept to provide recommendations to the modeler based on search techniques [7] . The idea is to find similar models in the process repository and propose them as extensions to a process being currently modeled. This idea is in line with our approach, but requires a match not only in terms of actions, but also business objects and other textual content. We deem our approach to be more flexible and applicable across different modeling contexts. Further experiments are needed to check comparative strengths and weaknesses. A different stream of research investigates how far social software and Web 2.0 applications can provide recommendations to the modeler. Koschmider et al. propose a solution that enables collaborative modeling and user recommendations [33, 34] . In contrast to our work, the approach builds on behavior and suggestions of other modelers. Control flow correctness issues are addressed in [35] , where the authors offer continuous verification of process models during modeling. In [36] the authors study how cooperative modeling is supported by fragment-driven modeling approach. However, this article primary focuses on describing the infrastructure for cooperative modeling, but not on the derivation of fragments (or action patterns). Gschwind et al. employ control flow patterns to accelerate business process modeling and minimize the number of modeling errors [37] . The authors develop a suggestion mechanism considering structural patterns and the model structure at hand. For a more general perspective, our work is related to reference modeling. Reference models are used as a means of assistance for adapting models in a particular domain [6] . Several conceptual approaches have been defined for customizing reference models to a specific application context, e.g. [38, 39, 40] . The action pattern approach aims to extract general process knowledge that can be used independent from a particular domain.
A recent stream of research works on the textual content of process models. These contributions are motivated by the fact that different grammatical styles of labeling activities in process models has a significant effect on usability [10] . Textual labels are also used for matching and comparing process models [7, 41] . Different approaches for matching corresponding activities of different models are integrated in the ICoP framework [42] . The content of activity labels is also used for defining suitable abstractions of a process model [43] . Natural language processing techniques are applied in [13] . The authors build up a descriptor space to assist in the creation of new process models. Such research builds on the efficient parsing of labels. Becker et al. reuse parsing techniques from computer linguistics for identifying the grammatical parts of an activity label [44] . There is also work available to recognize the labeling style of an activity [5] and to automatically convert it from one style to another [12] . These approaches provide the preprocessing which is required for deriving action patterns automatically.
Conclusion
Large industrial process model collections put numerous model management challenges on their owners, yet create new opportunities. In this context, this article delivers a novel approach for externalizing hidden knowledge in such collections. This knowledge can be reused within various model management tasks. For instance, during the creation of a new process model, the designer may gain from suggestions on the missing activities. In this way it is possible to accelerate model design and assure model quality. The core concept of the proposed approach is an action pattern. Action patterns describe different relations among actions recurrently observed within a process model collection. The discovery of such relations is based on association rules mining. This article systematically explored the variety of dimensions along which action patterns are defined. We built upon our prior research [2, 3] , which discussed two types of patterns, co-occurrence and behavioral, and different approaches to take objects into account, i.e., object-neutral and object-sensitive actions. In this article, we have integrated these dimensions into a framework that also considers the level of abstraction of actions and, therefore, facilitates pattern discovery. Navigation through our framework along these dimensions allows for the creation of action patterns of various types. Finally, we validated our approach applying it to industrial process model collections: the SAP Reference Model and the Telecom collection.
We foresee several directions for future work. First, this article assumes that a mapping of an activity label to an action is given. However, derivation of actions from labels is a challenging research topic and is in the focus of our work [5] . Bringing together label analysis and action pattern discovery would improve the applicability of action patterns. Further, this article discusses action generalization based on the MIT Process Handbook. However, we do not generalize objects. The study of object generalization by means of an ontology like WordNet [15] , is the direct next step.
As process model collections are often incremented with new models, methods for action patterns derivation have to be efficient and adaptive. While in this article derivation of action patterns relies on Apriori algorithm, there is a potential to improve the performance by substituting it with a more efficient one. In addition, efficient strategies for adjusting the set of action patterns after creation of new process models have to be evaluated. Obviously, support and confidence values of existing patterns might easily be adapted. However, the detection of additional patterns, which have been ignored due to low support and confidence values before the model collection has been incremented, remains a serious issue. All these directions are rather unexplored for process models, and are on our future research agenda.
